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In this paper, we extend the Hofer norm to the group of symplectic diffeomorphisms of a manifold. This group acts 
by conjugation on the group of Hamiltonian ~ffeomo~hisms, so each symplectic diffeomorphism induces an 
isometry of the group Ham(M) with respect o the Hofer norm. The Co-norm of this isometry, once restricted to 
the ball of radius a of Ham(~) centered at the identity, gives a scale of norms r, on the group of symplectomor- 
pbisms. We conjecture that the subgroup of the symplectic diffeomorphisms which are isotopic to the identity and 
whose norms r, remain bounded when a --) co coincide with the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. We prove 
this conjecture for products of surfaces. Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
1.1. A metrical approach to symplectomorphisms 
In this article, we introduce a geometric point of view in the study of the full group 
Syrnp~~~) of compactly supported symplectic diffeomorphisms of a manifold M, that we 
consider within the framework of Hofer’s geometry. The group Symp~(~) acts by conjuga- 
tion on its subgroup Hamc(M) of compactly supported Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. 
Since this action preserves the Hofer distance d, each symplectomorphism Q, induces an 
isometry CS : Ham=(M) -+ Ham,(M) defined by C+f = (Df@-‘. We say that 4 is bounded if 
the isometry Cb is CO-bounded, that is to say if d(f, C++,f) (= d(id, [f, 41)) remains bounded 
when f runs over all elements of Ham,(M). 
The set of all bounded symplectomorphisms i  a normal subgroup of Symp,(M) which 
we denote I%(M) (for “bounded isometrics”). The study of this subgroup, as well as of its 
inter~tion BIo(~) with the identity component of S~p=~M), is the main subject of this paper. 
It is very easy to see that every Hamiltonian diffeomorphism is bounded. It seems 
actually that BI(M) is the natural candidate for the subgroup of Symp,(M) which satisfies 
the non-disjunction properties of Lagrangian submanifolds. We show indeed that an 
element of BI(M) can never disjoin from itself a Lagrangian submanifold L c M admitting 
a metric of non-positive curvature and whose fundamental group injects in the fundamental 
group of M. 
We conjecture that BIo(M) = Ham,(M) for all manifolds, and we prove this for 
products of surfaces of genus >O. We prove more when M is a surface: in this case, 
BI = Ham=. However, we also show that any symplectic diffeomorphism of R2” with 
compact support is bounded, which makes less plausible that BI = Hamc in general. 
1.2. Preliminaries on Hofer’s metric 
Let M be any symplectic manifold without boundary. Denote by Symp(M) the group of 
all smooth diffeomorphisms which preserve the symplectic form (see [l] for basic notions of 
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symplectic topology), and by Symp,(M) those which have compact support. Endow both 
groups with the strong Cm-Whitney topology (thus a sequence converges to some dif- 
feomorphism if there is a compact set K outside which the sequence ventually coincides 
with the limit diffeomorphism and on K the sequence converges uniformly with all 
derivatives). Let Ham,(M) c Symp,(M) be the subgroup of compactly supported Hamil- 
tonian diffeomo~hisms, that is those which are the time 1 map of a smooth compactly 
supported time dependent Hamiltonian H : M x [O, i] --, R. The Hofer norm on Ham,(M) is 
defined by 
1 
llf II = i$ SC max H, - min H, dt 0 M M > 
where the infimum is taken over all smooth compactly supported Hamiltonians H, E ro, il on 
M whose time 1 maps are equal tof(see [2,3] for instance). The above integral is called the 
length of H,,n,, 1l or of the isotopy ft. to, i, generated by HteIo, iI. The associate metric is 
given by d(JI g) = 11 g-‘fII. It was shown in Lalonde-McDuff [3] that this norm is non- 
degenerate and that the following energy-capacity inequality holds for all subsets S c M: 
e(S) > + capacity(S). 
Here the capacity of S is equal to nr2 when S is a symplectically embedded ball of radius r, 
and is defined in general as the supremum of the capacities of all balls symplectically 
embedded in S. The left hand side e(S) is the infimum of the norms of thosefe Ham,(M) 
which disjoin S from itself (that is to say thosefsuch thatf(S) n S = 0). Hence this inequality 
means that a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism which disjoins a set of capacity c from itself must 
have norm at least c/Z. 
The geometry on Ham,(M) arising from this intrinsic metric has been thoroughly 
studied in linear spaces in Cl, 41 as well as in general manifolds [S, 6-J. Our aim here is to 
somehow extend this geometry to the full group Symp~(~). 
Consider the action of Symp,(M) on Ham,(n/r) by conjugation. This action obviously 
preserves the Hofer norm, hence each symplectomorphism 4 induces an isometry C,: 
Ham,(M)-+Wam,(M) defined by CJ= Cpf4-‘. For any number oro(O, 001, let 
r,(# E [0, CXI] be the supremum of d(f, CJ) over all f in the closed ball of radius a of 
Ham,(M) centered at id. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.A. For every CI E (0, a] the function r, is hi-invariant, assa~es the value 0 
only at the identity, and satisfies the triangle inequality 
moreover the inequality 
holds for any d, E Symp~(~) and any CI E (0, a]. 
The proposition follows immediately from the definitions, its proof is left to the reader. 
In particular, for each finite a the function r, is a non-degenerate norm on Symp,(M). 
Note that, given Q1 E Symp,(M), the monotone function r,(#) is a symplectic invariant of Qt. 
It is not at present clear whether this function is continuous, and if not, what one can say 
about its discontinuities. 
However, as was already mentioned, we will be mostly interested in the study of r = r,. 
With this language, the group BI(M) introduced in Section 1.1 is just the set of all 
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4 E ~mw&W 6th r(#) < co). It follows from Proposition 1.2.A that BI(M) is indeed 
a normal subgroup of Sop=. We write 
Bra = NM) n Symp,, &J), 
where Symp,, ,(M) is the identity component of Symp,(N) (in other words every diffeomor- 
phism from Symp,, &V) can be joined to the identity by a symplectic isotopy with uniform 
compact support). 
Note that the inequality ]] [ft #f ]] 6 2 ]J 4 I] implies that Ham,(M) is a subgroup of 
BI,(M). Thus, given f~ Harn~(~) and 4 E Sops, the di~eomo~hism 4 belongs to 
B&M) if and only iff4 (or fpf) belongs to Bf(Mf. 
1.3. Relation b&wm bounded symplectomotphisms and Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms 
As we have seen above, every Hamiltonian symplectomorphism is bounded. The 
converse is a problem that we now discuss. 
In dimension 2, we prove the following stronger statement (see Section 3): 
THEOREM 1.3.B. M(S) = Ham,(S) ifs is a closed surface. 
This result is s&&e in the following sense. Red that a symplectie manifold is called 
weakly exact if the class of the symplectic form vanishes on the second homotopy group. 
THEOREM 1.3.C. Let Cp x II/ be a bounded symplectomorphism of a split symplectic manifold 
S x W, where S is a closed surface of genus greater than 0 and W is closed and weakly exact. 
Then the symplectomorphism Q, is Hamiltonian. 
The proof is given in Section 4. As an immediate consequence we prove the Conjecture 
1.3.A for products of surfaces: 
COROLLARY 1.3.D. BI,(M) = Ham,(M) git4 is a product S1 x -aa x Sk ofclosed surfaces 
of genus greater than 0. 
Proof Every s~pleGtomo~hism 4 E Symp~.~(~) can be written as a composition of 
a H~iltonian di~eomo~hism with a split diffeomo~hism (PI x --- x & (this follows from 
the theory of flux, see Section 1.5 befow), In view of Theorem 1.3.C # is bounded if and only 
if all 4i are Hamiltonian. Thus # is Hamiltonian. cl 
In higher dimension we still have no example where BI(M) differs from Ham,(M). 
However, the following result shows that the relation between these two groups is in general 
delicate. 
THEOREM 1.3.E. Any compactly supported s~p~ect~c d~~omorph~sm ofR2” is bounded. 
See Section 5 for the proof. 
Therefore, if for some n, BI(R’“) were equal to HamJR’“), all symplectomorphisms of
R”’ with compact support would then be isotopic to the identity (through an isotopy with 
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uniform compact support). This is indeed true in dimensions 2 (classical) and 4 (by 
a theorem of Gromov [7] based on pseudoholomorphic urves techniques). In higher 
dimensions this is an outstanding open question. 
However in general the problem in proving that BI(M) = Ham,(M), once we know that 
BI,(M) = Ham,(M), is only due to symplectic diffeomorphisms that are not isotopic to the 
identity but act trivially on Hi (M, R) since we have the following: 
THEOREM 1.3.F. Let M be a symplectic man~ld such that BI,(M) = Ham,(M) (fir 
in~~A~ce a pruduct of surfaces of genus >O). Then a s~~~ect~m~rphism which acts non- 
trivially an Hi(M, R) is unbounded. 
Proo$ It is well-known (see Section 1.5 for details) that a symplectic diffeomorphism 
f~ Symp=,~(M) is Hamiltonian if and only if there is a pathJEto, rf from id tofwhose flux 
belongs to the so called flux subgroup G c #(M, R). 
Let 41 E Symp,(M) act non-trivially on H,‘(M, R). Suppose by contradiction that it is 
bounded. Let u E H,“(M, R) be such that v - #*(v)$G. Such a v exists because G is countable 
and (b is not the identity. Let JI be a symplectomorphism with compact support and flux 
equal to v(mod G). Hence the commutator 
has flux v - ~*(v)(mod G), and is therefore not Hamiltonian. By hypothesis, it is un- 
bounded. But 
r(CIC/, 41) G W4) < *, 
a contradiction. cl 
Let us mention that even for surfaces, the analysis of symplectomorphisms which act 
trivially on homology but are not isotopic to the identity is quite complicated. In order to 
handle this case we are forced to use some non-trivial facts about surface diffeomorphisms 
including the Thurston classification (see Section 3.4). 
1.4. Lagrangian intersections 
It turns out that bounded symplectic diffeomorphisms eem the natural candidates for 
Lagrangian disjunction properties. 
THEOREM 1.4-A. Let L c M be a closed Lagrangian subman$old admitting a Riemannian 
metric with non-positive sectional curvature, and whose inclusion in M induces an injection on 
fundamental groups. if# E Symp~(M) is bounded, then #(L)nL # 8. 
Note that this theorem gives new informations even for Hamiltonian diffeomor- 
phisms, since we put no condition on M except the one on the fundamental group. The 
proof of this theorem (see Section 2) is based on the fact that (the universal cover of) 
L carries an infinite capacity, thus its statement follows from the general energy-capacity 
inequality. 
Example 1.4.B. Consider the standard %-dimensional symplectic torus T2” which 
contains an incompr~sible Lagrangian torus L. Let M be the blow-up of Tz” at 
a finite set of points which are chosen away from L. Clearly, L is still incompressible 
in M, and hence Theorem 1.4.A implies that $(L) intersects L for every Hamiltonian 
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diffeomorphism 4 of M. As far as we know, no existing result on Lagrangian intersections 
covers this case. 
1.5. Flux and coverings 
Here we describe several facts needed for the proof of our main results. Recall that there 
is a natural homomorphism from the universal cover of the group Symp, 0(M) to Hf (M, R) 
called theflux homomorphism, see [S, 91. It takes a path (J;},,te, 11 to the cohomology class 
where i, is the time-dependent closed l-form generating ft. The image G of 
nl(Sympc, (M), id) under this homomorphism is called the jux subgroup. Two symplec- 
tomorphisms from Symp, o(M) differ by a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism if and only if they 
have the same flux modulo G. Therefore in view of Proposition 1.2.A in order to prove that 
BIo(M) = Ham,(M) it suSJices to show that for each non-zero value v E Hi (M, R)/G there is 
an unbounded symplectomorphism in Symp,,,(M) withJlux v. 
The next natural question arising throughout the paper is how to estimate from below 
the norm of a given Ha~ltonian diffeomo~hism g E Ham. Note that for our applica- 
tions we have to deal with symplectomo~hisms of arbitrary large norms. Clearly, at least 
for closed manifolds, the energy-capacity inequality (see Section 1.2 above) does not work 
directly since the capacity of the manifold itself is finite. 
Fortunately, one can go round this difficulty by passing to the universal cover M of 
M (associated with some point p E M). Note that a lift g of g is defined only if we specify 
a (homotopy class of a) path between p and g(p). In our applications we only take into 
account those paths which arise as orbits of p under some Hamiltonian isotopy between the 
identity and g. Let us say that a lift d: & + fi of a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism 
g E Ham=(M) is udmissib~e if it is the endpoint of the lift of some compactly supported 
Hamiltonian isotopy gt E to, 11 from id to g (of course, by “the lift of an isotopy beginning at 
id” we mean the unique lift which begins at the identity). 
The Hofer norm can be defined, exactly as in Section 1.2, for the group 
Ham(M) 2 Hams of time-one maps of CO-bounded but not necessarily compactly 
supported Hamiltonians M x [O, 1] + R. The same energy-capacity inequality holds in this 
setting as well (the reader can easily check that it is a consequence of the energy-capacity 
inequality of the compactly supported case). Note that any admissible lift of a diffeomor- 
phism in Ham belongs to Ham(~). 
PROPOSITION 1.5.A. Let g E Ham,(M) be a Hamiltonian difiomorphism. Assume that 
every admissible lift Q: &@ + fi of g disjoins from itself a symplectic ball in fi of capacity c. 
Then II g II B c/2. 
This assertion follows immediately from the definitions and the energy-capacity inequality. 
Remark 1.5.B. In certain situations, admissible lifts are unique. This is clearly the case 
for instance if the evaluation map 
~1 (HamJM), id) -+ nl (MY P) 
which takes a loop of diffeomo~hisms to the corresponding orbit of the base point 
p, is trivial. This map is known to be trivial in the following two cases (see [lo, Section II.11 
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for details): 
-the group rrl (M, p) has trivial center. 
-the manifold it4 is weakly exact. 
1.6. An instructive xample and its generalizations 
We will illustrate the discussion above by showing that BI,(T) = Ham,(T), where 
T = R2/Z2 is the two-torus. We work in coordinates (x, y) assuming that the symplectic 
form is dx A dy. The llux subgroup here is W’(T, Z). For every non-zero element v of 
H’(T, R)/H’(T, Z), there is a non-integral translation Cp whose flux is u. Clearly, there is 
non-contractible simple closed curve C c T such that 4(C) n C = 0. Assume without loss 
of generality that C = (x = 01. There is E > 0 such that the map # still disjoins the annulus 
V = ( 1 x 1 < E) from itself. Choose a Hamiltonian isotopy 5 of T which is supported in 
V and whose restriction to ( )x ( cc e/21 is 
(x, Y) --) tx + 4 Y). 
Note that the commutator g = $-rJ-‘#_& coincides with ft on V. Hence its unique 
admissible lift to the universal cover disjoins a rectangle whose area is arbitrarily large when 
t goes to infinity. Thus 4 is unbounded in view of Proposition 1.5.A and B. 
In the present paper, we generalize this example in several directions. The first one is 
Theorem 1.4.A on Lagrangian intersections, where the role of the curve C is played by an 
incompressible Lagrangian submanifold admitting a metric of non-positive curvature. The 
manifold M is not assumed to be weakly exact which causes additional difficulties with lifts. 
The second direction is the case of surfaces of higher genus (see Theorem 1.3.B), where 
the normal form of a symplectomo~hism with given flux is more complicated than 
a translation. Moreover, instead of disjunction of a simple closed curve one deals here with 
non-contractible intersections. 
Finally, in order to handle the stabilization (see Theorem 1.3.C) we generalize (in fact, 
stabilize) the energy-capacity inequality itself. 
1.7. Does Hofer’s geometry de$ne the sympEectic manifold? 
This question which arises naturally in the study of symplectomorphisms a  isometries 
is still open. 
In other words, assume that for two given symplectic manifolds M and N the spaces 
(Ham,(M), id) and (Ham,(N), id) endowed with the Hofer metric are isometric. It is true 
that the manifolds are symplectomorphic? Is it true that each such isometry is generated by 
an (anti)symp~ectic d~~omorphism between M and N, maybe after composition with the 
obvious involution 7’ :f+f - ‘? 
Let us mention here an analogy with the classical Mazur-Ulam Theorem [ll] which 
states that every isometry of a normed linear space preserving 0 is a linear map, or in other 
words an automorphism of the group structure. If one were able to show that every 
id-preserving isometry of Ham,(lW) is a group isomorph~sm (maybe after composition with 
the involution T), then a result by Banyaga [12] would imply that this isometry is 
generated by a conformally (anti)symplectic diffeomorphism. 
Finally, when M is not compact, observe that all notions, results and conjectures of this 
paper apply with obvious changes to the case of the full symplectic group acting on 
Ham(M). In this case, one defines the groups BI(M) and BI,(M) as those elements of 
Symp(M), Symp,(M) which act in a CO-bounded way on Ham(M) with its Hofer metric. 
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I.& ~a~~satio~ of the paper 
In Section 2 we prove Theorem I4.A on Lagrangian i~t~rs~~~ons. Section 3 is 
devoted to bounded s~ple~tomorpbisms of surfaces of higher genus and contains 
the proof of Theorem 1.3.B. One can also find there a result on the Torelli group 
which appeared as a by-product of our work. A stable version of the energy-capacity 
inequality and its application to Theorem 1.3.C is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 
we given an elementary proof of Theorem 1.3.E on bounded symplectomorphisms of the 
linear space. 
2. BOUNDED SYMPLECTOMORPHFaMS AND LAGRANGIAN INTERSECTIONS 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4.A. Let 4 be a symplectomorphism. Assuming that 
+(L)n L = 8, we must show that there are Hamiltonian diffeomorphismsSo Ham,(M) such 
that ]] [f, 03 11 is arbitrarily large. Let U be a Weinstein neighborhood of L which is 
disjoined from itself by 4. 
We identify L with the zero section of T*L. Let 57 be a metric on L of non-positive 
curvature. Up to a conformal change of g, we can assume that the disc bundle &(I,) of T *L 
of radius a lies inside U for all a < 3. Define the Hamiltonian H : D,(L) + [O, a) 
l by H(u) = g(o, u) -2 if the g-norm ]u] of u belongs to [0, 11, 
e byH(u)=Oif]o]E[2,3], 
and smooth it out from - 1 to 0 when 1 v 1 runs from I to 2 so that the resulting ~arnilto~i~~ 
be a monotone function of 1 D 1. 
Extend H to the whole manifold M by setting it equal to 0 everywhere lse. Thus, on 
D1 (L), the flow& : M -+ M generated by H is the geodesic flow of the metric g, and outside 
D,(L) the flow fixes all points. We will show that Ij [f,, +] 11 becomes arbitrarily large when 
s increases. 
Apply Proposition 1.5-A to the commutator [fs, 41 and the universal covering 
it : & --) M defined by a point p E t. We will show that, for any c > 0, there is a s such that 
any lift of& = [fs, r$f disjoins a ball of capacity c. Let p E 7~~ “(p) be the constant path p, and 
denote by 1, & the lifts offs, h, which fix #. Then any other lift off,, h, is of the form TX, 7’g9 
where T is a deck transformation of fi. 
Since 4 disjoins U from itself and supp(f,) 1 ies in U, the restriction of [fs, $1 to U is 
equal to f,]u. Thus it is enough to show that for any c, there is a s such that for each deck 
transformation T, the lift 
disjoins a baI1 of capacity c from itself. Note that n-‘(U) is the disjoint union of open sets, 
each one being symplectomorphic to the universa1 covering of a neighborhood of the zero 
section of T *L. Let iO, & be the component of 6 l(L), n- l(U) containing fi. Because L is 
Lagrangian and admits a metric of non-positive curvature, ii, is symplectomorphic to 
a neighborhood of the Lagrangian plane B” inside IX’“. 
I3enote by &,(&J the set D&e) - &(E,). For each R > 0, let s = s(R) be large enough 
so that $ sends Bxjz, 1 f&,) ~~-I~~~~~~~ outside P- ’ f&&T)) where P : r>&,) + z, is the 
projection, B&Q is the ball of g-radius R on E, centered at p, and k > I is a number to be 
defined later. Both D1,2,1(2]0)n P-“(B&i)) and D2, 3(eo)n P- *(B,(j)) contain a symplectic 
ball of some radius R’, which becomes as large as we wish as R -+ az. Thusx disjoins a ball of 
radius R’ = R’(s) from itself. 
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Let TX be any other lift offs. If T (j?) does not belong to xl(L), then T disjoins o0 from 
itself and therefore TX disjoins Dz, 3(&,) n P- l(BR(p”)) from itself. 
If 7’(B) belongs to rcl (L) and if TX does not disjoin Diiz, l(L)n P-“&(p)) from itself, 
then there is a point 4 outside P- ’ (~~~(~~~ which is sent by T to a point inside P- ‘(~~(~). 
On the other hand, since T is a deck transformation of a, respects the fibration P and 
restricts to an isometry on &,, it must send P- ‘(BR(P(q))) inside P-‘(&(P(Tqf)). But if 
k > 3, these two sets are disjoint. Because the restrictions of TX and T coincide on Dz, 3(&J, 
the map TX sends D2,3(~O)nP-‘(BR(P(q))) inside Dz, 3(&,) n P- ‘(B,(P( Tq))). Therefore 
TX still disjoins a ball of radius R’(s) from itself. This completes the proof. q 
Re~urk. Note that a similar argument proves the following slightly stronger version of 
Theorem 1.4.A in the H~iltonian case: if L c M is as in Theorem 1.4.A, and if&.,,, i, is 
a Hamiltonian isotopy of M beginning at id, then there must be at least one point p E L such 
that the path&(p) ends at a point of L and is homotopic, with fixed endpoints, to a path 
lying entirely in L. 
3. BOUNDED SYMPLE~OMORPHiSMS OF SURFACES 
We prove in this section Theorem 1.3.B which states that a non-Hamiltonian symplectic 
diffeomorphism # of a closed surface S is unbounded. 
3.1. The plan of the proof 
The proof is divided into three parts: 
(i) Cp E symp0(~), 
(ii) 4 acts non-trivially on Hl(S, Z), and 
(iii) 4 acts trivially on EJi(S, Z) but not on zl(S). 
Note that the case (ii) is a consequence of(i) in view of Theorem 1.3.F. 
We consider the three usual cases: the genus g(S) is 0, 1, or is greater than 1. Note that 
the theorem is trivially true when S is the 2-sphere: in this case all symplectic diffeomor- 
phisms are Hamiltonian. For the torus T = R2/ZZ the case (iii) cannot happen, while(i) was 
proved in Section 1.6. 
It remains to handle cases (i) and (iii) for closed surfaces of genus greater than 1. 
3.2. The case (i) for genus greater than I 
We begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2.A. Let T, = T - (pt> be the punctured torus. Then BI,(T,) = Ham,(T,). 
Proof: (1) Consider the plane R2 endowed with coordinates (x, y) and with the symplec- 
tic form dx A dy. We set M = R2 - 2’ and assume that T, = M/Z’. In what follows we 
identify Z2-equivariant diffeomorphisms of M with diffeomorphisms of T,. 
Denote by e, and eY the generators of Hi(T,, R) which are dual to X- and y-cycles 
respectively. Since the flux subgroup in our case is trivial, the flux homomorphism 
Symp,,o(T,) + Hi(T,, R) is well defined. 
Hence in order to prove the lemma, it is enough to construct an unbounded symplec- 
tomorphism with flux equal to JZ, + ve,, for all pairs (pi, v) # 0. 
We will assume without loss of generality that v > 0. 
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(2) Fix a sufficiently small number a > 0 and a l-periodic real function h which vanishes 
on [O, l/3] u [2/3,1], is positive on (l/3,2/3) and satisfies 
s 
1 
a+ h(s) ds = v. 
0 
Using a simple cutting-off procedure, one can build a Z2-equivariant symplectic isotopy 
of M which is fixed near the punctures and which is given by 
(x> Y) --f (x + t(a + h(y)), Y) 
outside the union U of squares 
Let 4 be the time one map of this isotopy. Clearly, 4 belongs to Symp,, o(T,) and its flux 
equals veY. Note that $ acts by translations on lines y = const outside U, and that the 
cut-off procedure can be chosen so that each set { ( y - n ( < 3u}, n E Z, is invariant under 
the flow of the isotopy. 
Exactly in the same manner we construct a diffeomorphism $ E Symp,, o(T,) with flux 
pex. acting by translations on lines x = const outside U and such that each set 
{Ix - m I < 3u}, m E Z, is invariant under the flow of the isotopy. 
Finally, set 8 = $$. Clearly, 8 has the required flux pe, + vex, and it remains to show 
that 8 is unbounded. In order to do this, we construct a Hamiltonian isotopyf, of T* such 
that I( [ft, O] 1) + co when t + co. 
(3) This Hamiltonian isotopy is built as follows. Fix E > 0 small enough with respect o 
a (say, E = u/10). Let p(s) be a l-periodic real function with mean value 0 which vanishes on 
[O, 4u - 2E] u [4u + 2E, 5u - 2E] u [5u + 2&, 11, 
equals 1 on 
[4u - E, 4u + E-J, 
equals - 1 on 
[Su - E, 5u + E], 
and is monotone on each of the remaining segments of [0, 11. 
Obviously, the isotopyf, given by 
(x9 Y) + (x9 Y + W)) 
is Hamiltonian. 
Notice that ft commutes with the diffeomorphism $ constructed above because both 
of them act by translations on lines x = const outside UmeZ{ Ix - ml < 3u}, and on 
each set {Ix - ml < 3~) f; acts as the identity while the restriction of # leaves 
each of these sets invariant. Hence [fi, 01 = [ft, 41. We will denote this commutator 
by gr. 
(4) Since xl(T,) has no center, there is a unique admissible lift & of gt to the universal 
cover (See Remark 1.5.B). We claim that for t large enoughg”, disjoins a disc of area ct where 
c is a constant depending only on a (recall that E = u/10). Clearly the assertion of the lemma 
follows from this claim in view of Proposition 1.5.A. 
In order to prove the claim, fix t large enough (say t > 10) and consider the rectangle 
B = [4u - E, 4u + a] x [0, t/3] c M. 
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Note that the area B is proportional to t. Take a point z. E B whose image g,(z) still 
belongs to B. Set zl =ft(zO), z2 = $(zr), z3 =ft-’ (zZ) and z4 = $- r (~a). Let I be the closed 
broken line zozl z2 z3z4zo. The edge z4zo belongs to B while the other edges of I form the 
trace of the point z. under an isotopy between the identity and gr. 
Hence our claim will follow from the fact that the Ioop I is ~o~-co~~~~c~~~~e in M, in 
other words it surrounds one or several punctures. 
We write zi = (Xi, yi) for i = 0, . . . ,4. Notice that the edges zozl, z2z3 are parallel 
to the y-axis, the edges z1z2, z3z4 are parallel to the x-axis and z4zo belongs to the 
rectangle B which contains no punctures. Hence it is enough to show that yl - t/3 > 1 
and x2 > 1. 
One can get this by a direct calculation using the formulas for& and Cp. Actually, we have 
y, = y, -t- t, and the first inequality obviously follows. 
Further, note that because z2 is the image of z1 $U by #, x2 must be greater than 
Xl = x0, actually x2 B x0 + a 2 5a - E. Since y3 must be smaller than y, (because other- 
wise the point z4 would not belong to B), the definition ofJ; implies that x2 must belong to 
an interval of the form [m +4a -28, m + 4a +2a] for some ~lt E Z. With the above inequal- 
ity x2 > 5a - E, this means that x > 1. This completes the proof of the lemma. q 
Now let S be a closed surface of genus g > 1. Since ~~(S~po(~)) is trivial, the flux 
subgroup G vanishes. Hence we have to check that for every non-zero element u E H1 (S, R) 
there exists an unbounded symplectomorphism with flux equal to u. 
Decompose the surface S in a standard way into two parts - a punctured torus T* and 
a punctured surface of genus g - 1. We can assume that the image of v does not vanish in 
Hz (T,, R). Denote this image by w. Fix a point on T* and denote by F*, 5 the correspond- 
ing universal covers. Clearly, the natural map i;* -+ $ is an embedding. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.2.A we have constructured a compactly supported symplec- 
tomorphism 0 of T* with flux w, and a compactly supported Hamiltonian isotopyf, of T* in 
such a way that the lift of the commutator [ft, S] to F* disjoins a disc of arbitrarily large 
area when t goes to infinity. 
Choose now a symplectomorphism r of S which is compactly supported in S - T* and 
such that the flux of 0 = & equals a. Note that [ft, of = [If*, t9], and hence the lift of this 
commutator to s” still disjoins a disc of arbitrary large area. Therefore B is an unbounded 
symplectomorphism with flux V. This completes the proof of case (i). cl 
3.3. The case (iii) for genus greater than I 
Let S be a closed surface of genus g > 1. We say that two simple closed non- 
contractible curves on S have no contractible intersections if any two lifts of these curves 
to the universal cover intersect at most at one point and transversally. For instance, 
two distinct simple closed geodesics of a hyperbolic metric on S have no contractible 
intersections. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.A Let (Is E Symp(S) be a symplectomorphism such that for some non- 
contractible simple closed curve C, t&C) and C have no contractible intersections. Then 4 is 
unbounded. 
Proof Fix a point p E C and a path between q = (b(p) and p. Then the lifts 6, ii, q, c are 
well defined, provided the universal cover of S is built with respect o p. 
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Denote by y the deck transformation corresponding to C. Then 
4%) = 4(x) 
for some deck transformation U. 
Fix a thin tubular neighborhood U of C, and foliate it by a family C, of simple closed 
curves such that C,, = C. Assume also that C, and 4(C) has no contractible intersections for 
all t. 
Choose a Hamiltonian isotopy {A} of S supported in U with the following properties: 
(1) every non-constant rajectory off, coincides with some curve C,; 
(2) in an e-neighbourhood of C the 1iftf”of the time one map coincides with y3”. 
Here E is fixed, and n is a large parameter which will be responsible for the unbounded- 
ness of f$. 
Let I be the segment of c between ~3 and 7°F. We claim that the (unique) admissible lift of 
the commutator 
disjoins I from itself. The same argument works for the s/Zthickening of I, and hence the lift 
of g disjoins an arbitrary big disc (when n goes to infinity), thus 4 is unbounded. 
So it remains to prove the claim. Notice that J = &f”(Z)) is just the segment of B(e) 
between the points a3”G and a4”g (since 4 = 4(p)). On the other hand J = &I) is the 
segment of &c”) between 6 and a”(a. 
In order to prove the claim it is enough to show that there is no x E J such that the 
trajectory of x under the lift of the Hamiltonian isotopy generating fends up on J. Each 
such trajectory is either constant or a segment of a lift of C,. 
In the first case we use the fact that J’ and J are disjoint. In the second case, since C, and 
4(C) have no contractible intersections, alift of C, cannot intersect d(c) at two points. This 
completes the proof. 0 
A simple closed curve on S is called bounding if it is non-contractible and cuts S into two 
parts. When C is oriented we denote by S(C) the left part. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.B. Let K be a bounding simple closed curve on S and assume that for 
a symplectomorphism 4 the curves K and 4(K) are not freely isotopic. Then 4 is unbounded. 
Proof. Fix a hyperbolic metric on S whose area form coincides with the symplectic 
structure. Let C and D be the geodesics freely homotopic to K and 4(K) respectively. 
A choice of the orientation on K induces in a natural way orientations on C and D. 
First of all we show that every isotopy between 4(C) and D spans an area whose signed 
value is zero, or in other words that 
areaS( = areaS( 
Indeed, 
xN4(C)N = x(S(C) = x(W)) 
where x is the Euler characteristic. 
Also, 
areaS = areaS(4(C)) 
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since # is symplectic. On the other hand, S(C) and S(D) are hyperbolic surfaces with 
geodesic boundaries, and hence 
areaS = - 27rx(S(C)) 
areaS = - 2~~(S(D)) 
Combining all these equalities we get 
areaS(#(C)~ = areaS = areaS 
and the claim is proved. 
We can therefore compose 4 with a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism in such a way that this 
composition takes C to D. Clearly these two geodesics have no contractible intersections, 
and the required assertion follows from Proposition 3.3.A. •1 
Finally, we need the following result, which is proved in Section 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.C. Let 4 be a di~omorphism ofS which acts ~rivi~~~y on homology but is 
not isotopic to identity. Then there is a simple bounding closed curve C such that C and #(C) 
are not freely isotopic. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.B. cl 
3.4. A property of the Torelli group 
Let S be a closed oriented surface of genus g > 1. By definition, the Torelli group 
I consists of those elements of the mapping class group J&? which act trivially on H,(S). 
Denote by 9 the subgroup of Y’ generated by Dehn twists about bounding simple closed 
curves on S. This subgroup was intensively studied (see for instance [13,14]). However, we 
never succeeded to find in the literature the following assertion needed for our purposes. 
THEOREM 3.4.A. The center qf 9 in Y is trivial. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3.C. Let 4 be a diffeomorphism of S which acts trivially on 
homology. Assume that the image #(C) of each bounding simple closed curve C is isotopic 
to C. Clearly, # commutes with the generators of 3, and hence is isotopic to the identity in 
view of the previous theorem. q 
Note that for the case of genus 2 the theorem immediately follows from the fact that 
5 equals 9 and is free (see [15, 161). In order to settle the general case, we will use 
a completely different argument. Our method is based on Thurston’s classification (see the 
expository article [17]). Recall that an element of &! is called reducible if it can be 
represented by a map which preserves a system of disjoint homotopically non-trivial and 
pairwise non-homotopi~ simple closed curves. An element is called periodic if it is of 
finite order. Finally, elements which are neither periodic nor reducible are called pseudo- 
Anosov. 
The proof of Theorem 3.4.A is divided into a chain of known lemmas (we are grateful to 
N. Ivanov for giving us appropriate references). The first of them is classical (see [lS]). 
LEMMA 3.4.B (Hurwitz, 1893). Every non-trivial element of F is non-periodic. 
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LEMMA 3.4.C. Let qi E J? be reducible non-periodic, and I,G E & pseudo-Anosov. Then 
4 and $ do not commute. 
This lemma follows immediately from the theory of measured 
exp. 93. 
foliations, see [ 17, 
LEMMA 3.4.D. The group 9 contains a pseudo-Anosov element. 
This is an immediate consequence of [18, Sections 7.13 and 7.143. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.A. Let 4 E 5, not isotopic to the identity. Then 4 is non-periodic 
by Lemma 3.4.B. If 4 is reducible, then 4 cannot commute with pseudo-Anosov elements by 
Lemma 3.4.C so in view of Lemma 3.4.D r#~ cannot be in the center of .Y. If 4 is irreducible, 
then it is pseudo-Anosov by definition. Notice that every Dehn twist $ E 9 about a bound- 
ing simple (homotopically non-trivial!) closed curve is reducible and non-periodic. There- 
fore, 4 and y5 do not commute, and we conclude again that r$ cannot be in the 
center of 9. Cl 
4. STABILIZATION 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3.C in the context of strongly unbounded symplec- 
tomorphisms of weakly exact symplectic manifolds. 
4.1. Preliminaries 
Recall that a symplectic manifold (M, o) is called tame (or geometrically bounded) if 
there exists an almost complex structure J on M such that the form o(<,Jq) defines 
a complete Riemannian metric whose injectivity radius is bounded away from zero and 
whose sectional curvature is bounded. For instance, the universal cover of a closed 
manifold is tame. 
4.2. A stable energy-capacity inequality 
Let (N, oi), (IV, 02) be two weakly exact symplectic manifolds, where N is tame and 
W is closed. Consider the product M = N x W with the split symplectic form w1 0 w2. Let 
B(c) c N be an embedded symplectic ball of capacity c. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.A. Assume that the set B(c) x W c M is disjoined from itself by a map 
f~ Ham(M). Then I( f /I b kc where k is a universal constant which depends only on dimN. 
We will see that k can be chosen as l/4 when dim N =4 and l/2 in all other cases. It 
seems very likely that the sharp value of k is 1 (cf. Remark 4.2.B below). 
Proof. Recall that the boundary S*“-l of the standard symplectic ball of capacity 
c contains a remarkable Lagrangian submanifold P(c) which can be described as the 
preimage of RP”-’ under the Hopf fibration Sznel + CP”-‘. The following property of 
P(c) is crucial: the symplectic area of every disc with boundary on P(c) is an integral 
multiple of l(c), where l(c) = c/2 when n =2 and l(c) = c otherwise. 
Set now I/ = N x W x W with symplectic structure w1 @ o2 8 (- 02). Let 
Q(c) = P(c) x A, where A is the diagonal. Since V is weakly exact the symplectic area of 
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every disc in V with boundary on Q(c) is an integral multiple of l(c). Moreover the 
symplectomorphism F =fx id of N disjoins Q(C). Then 
where the first inequality is obvious and the second one follows from the estimate of the 
disjunction energy of Lagrangian submanifolds in Polterovich [ 191. cl 
Remark 4.2.B. The more general stabilization of the energy-capacity inequality which 
states that this inequality is invariant under product with any closed manifold is very likely 
true. This stabilization wouid imply that the equality BI,(M) = Ham,(M) would remain 
true for manifolds of the form N x W where N is a product of surfaces of arbitrary genus 
(including spheres) and W is a closed manifold whose first cohomology group vanishes. The 
proof of this general stabilized energy-capacity inequality relies on quite different tech- 
niques and requires a generalization of the results of Lalonde-McDuff in [3]. It will be 
presented elsewhere. 
4.3. Srrongfy unbounded sy~p~e~~o~o~p~~~s 
Let M be a closed weakly exact symplectic manifold, and let ii?$ be its universal cover. 
Dejnition 4.3.A. A symplectomorphism (b E Symp(M) is called strongly unbounded if for 
every (large) c > 0 there exists a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism f: M --+ M such that the 
(unique) admissible lift of the commutator [f, #] to the universal cover ti disjoins a sym- 
plectic ball of capacity c from itself. 
Re~rk 4.3-B. Every strongly unbounded symplectomo~hism is unbounded (see Sec- 
tion 1.5). 
Remark 4.3.C. Every non-Hamiltonian symplectomorphism of a closed surface which 
acts trivially on homology becomes trongly unbounded after composition with a suitable 
Hamiltonian diffeomorphism. This follows immediately from our proof of Theorem 3.1.B 
(see Section 3). 
Here is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.3.D. Let N, W be closed weakly exact symplectic mangolds, and let 
(b E Symp(N) be a strongly unbounded symplectomorphism. Then for every II/ E Symp( W) the 
symplectomorphism 4 x cI/ of N x W is unbounded. 
Proof: For an arbitrary large c > 0 choose a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism f: N + N as 
in Definition 4.3.A. Set T = cf, x $, and note that its commutator with the Hamiltonian 
diffeomorphism fx id equals R = [f, 43 x id. Let R” be the admissible lift of R to the 
covering fl x W, where fi is the universal cover of N. In view of Proposition 4.2.A we have 
11 l? I( 2 kc. On the other hand )( R 11 > II i? 11, hence T is unbounded. This completes the 
proof. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.3.C. The argument in Theorem 1.3.F shows that it is enough to 
prove the assertion assuming that 4 acts trivially on homology. In this case the theorem 
follows from Remark 4.3.C and Theorem 4.3.D. cl 
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Remark 4.3.E. Let S be a closed surface of genus > 0, and let G c H’(S, R) be the flux 
subgroup. It follows immediately from Theorem 1.3.C that for every closed weakly exact 
manifold W the flux subgroup of the product S x W is contained in G 8 H’( W, R) (it would 
be interesting to get a direct proof of this assertion). In particular, the flux subgroup 
of a product of surfaces of genus > 0 is equal to the product of the flux subgroups of 
each factor. 
5. BOUNDED SYMPLECTOMORPHISMS OF R*” 
5.1. An estimate 
In this section we prove the following generalization of Theorem 1.3.E (cf. [20, Lemma 
2.3.B]). Recall that the cylindrical capacity E(X) of a bounded subset X c R2” is defined as 
the infimum of c such that X can be embedded in the cylinder B’(c) x R2n-2 by a Hamil- 
tonian diffeomorphism of R’“. Here as usual B’(c) is the disc of area c. 
THEOREM 5.1.A. For every compactly supported symplectomorphism 4 of the standard 
symplectic space R’“, 
The proof is based on the following elementary lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1.B. For all maps q5 E Symp,(R2”) and f, g E HamJR2”), 
d(f, CJ) G d(f, C,,,-lf) +4 II g II. 
Recall that d is the Hofer metric and C, is the isometry associated to 4. 
Proof The triangle inequality implies that 
d(J C,f) G d(f; C,,,-lf) + d(C,f, C,,,-1-0. 
Denote by I the last term. Then 
1 = W,,-I,& f), 
hence in view of Proposition 1.2.A, 
1 < 2r(g) < 4 II 9 II. 
This completes the proof. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 5.1.A. Take an arbitrary f~ Hamc(R2”), and fix E > 0. Then one 
can choose a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism g E HamJR’“) in such a way that 
II g II < -WUPPW) + E and 
dsuwW)n suw(f) = @. 
Then Csb8-lf=f, so applying lemma 5.1.B we get 
d(C,f, f) < ~E@JJPP($J)) +4&. 
Since E can be chosen arbitrarily small, we obtain the required estimate. cl 
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5.2. A bi-invariant metric on Symp,(R’“) 
Consider the group Symp,(R2”) of all compactly supported symplectomorphisms of R’“. 
Then the function 
D(471cI) = 4?-‘4) 
defines a non-degenerate bi-invariant metric on this group (this follows from Proposition 
1.2.A and Theorem 5.1.A). 
We have already mentioned that the connectedness of Symp,(R2”) in the smooth 
topology is an open question for n > 2. However, in the topology associated with the metric 
D the group turns out to be connected. 
Indeed, one can apply the Alexander trick. Namely, let St, t E (0, 1) be the family of 
symplectically conformal maps z + tz. For a given symplectomorphism 4 E Symp,(R’“) 
define a path y(t) between 4 and id as follows: 
for t > 0, and y(O) = id. Notice that the support of y(t) is shrinking to the point 0 when 
t goes to zero, and hence this path is continuous with respect o D in view of Theorem 5.1.A. 
It would be interesting to investigate higher homotopy groups of Symp,(R2”) with respect 
to D. Let us mention finally that the results of this section should be valid also in the 
framework of Viterbo’s homological metric on Ham,(R2”) (see [21]). 
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